
Nonfiction Text Features 
Text features are parts of a nonfiction book 

or article that help the reader locate 
information or better understand the text. 

Title- what the book is about
Print Features

Heading- Divides text into sections and gives the 
topic of the section
Subheading- smaller heading under a main 
heading
Bold Print- darker print that makes a word stand 
out, used to bring attention to important words that 
may be in the glossary and index
Italic Print- slanted print used to draw attention to 
an important word or phrase
Bullet Points- dots or symbols used to make a list 
easier to read. 
Side Bar/Fact Box- extra info in a box
Hyperlink- web address to lick on

Graphic Features
Photograph- picture from a camera
Illustration- picture drawn by an artist

Diagram- explains how something works in a visual 
way, includes labels 

Map- shows location
Timeline- important events in order
Close Up- a close detail picture
Cutaway- picture that shows inside

Organizational Features
Table of Contents- chapter names and page 
numbers
Index- alphabetical list of important words and page 
numbers at end of book. 
Glossary- alphabetical list of important words and 
definitions at the end of the book.

Graph- organizes information in visual way: 
circle/pie graph, line graph, histogram, bar graph, 
pictograph.

Caption- explains a photo or illustration

Labels- lists parts of a photo/illustration
Table- facts and numbers organized in columns

Guide Words- at the top of a glossary 
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Nonfiction Text Structures 
A structure is how a book or article is organized. You can
have more than one structure in an article, depending on

what the author wants you to notice. 

Description
-Gives lots of details so the reader can visualize 

Problem/Solution
-Points out the problems of an issue and offers 
solutions

-Look for adjectives, figurative language, 
descriptions that help you visualize 

-Look for words such as: propose, conclude 
solution, is resolved, result, the reason for, the 
problem, the question, the effect, one idea

Chronological Order/ 

Time Order
-Gives events in time sequence/ the order in 
which they happened
-Look for words such as: first, second, third, later, 
before, after, finally, now, then, next, earlier, 
during, afterwards, until, meanwhile, eventually, 
next week, tomorrow, today, immediately, initially, 
as soon as, following, preceding. Also look for 
specific dates and times. 

Cause/ Effect
- Gives reasons/ explanations for why something 
happened 
-Look for words such as: because, since, if...then, 
due to, as a result, for this reason, on account of, 
consequently, in order to, effects of, is caused by, 
when...then, leads to.

Argument/ Support

- States a position and supports it with proof; the 
structure that is used for a TDA (Text Dependent 
Analysis) 
-Look for words such as: often, it...then, in most 
cases, maybe, might, probably, usually, according 
to, due to, consequently, as a result, when... then, 
leads to, claims, support, this quote shows
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